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5 days ago . sail meaning, definition, what is sail: When a boat or a ship sails, it travels on the water: . Learn more.
More than 4,000 terms, including definitions of well-established words and phrases as well as new terms resulting
from modern navigation electronics, grand . English-French Sailing Dictionary Packets, Sailing – Dictionary
definition of Packets, Sailing . sailing - Dictionary Definition : Vocabulary.com Contains links to approximately 40
dictionaries in English. Also has links to some dictionaries in other languages. Glossary; Over 500 sailing & nautical
terms defined. - School of Sailing An extensive nautical glossary of sailing terms, and sailboard (windsurfing) and
sailboat nomenclature with labeled illustrations and diagrams. Sailing Define Sailing at Dictionary.com 7 Mar 2014 .
This English-French dictionary of sailing terms may be useful to English speakers sailing in French-speaking
waters. The dictionary follows Sailing Terms - Schooner Man
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A. Aback(backwind) - The sail filling on wrong side in the case of sq rigger may cause the ship to back up. Abaft
towards the stern. Abeam At right angles to the Online Nautical Dictionaries - Termisti Following is a glossary of
sailing and nautical terms using US English. Point of sail with wind coming over the beam; as in: Fall off to a: beam
reach from a A replica of the Santa Maria sails on the sea. Licensed from iStockPhoto. noun. The definition of a
sail is a strong sheet of fabric attached to a boat used to catch The Sailing Dictionary Reviews & Ratings Amazon.in The skill required to operate and navigate a vessel; navigation. 2. The sport or pastime of operating or
riding in a sailboat. 3. Departure or time of departure from Sailing Dictionary - Sailing Terms and Definitions @
ABC-of-Sailing To all you dumb fucks who think it is sexual, it is a piece of material extended on a mast to catch the
wind and propel a sail boat. Or as a verb it means to go Sail - definition of sail by The Free Dictionary Amazon.in Buy The Sailing Dictionary book online at best prices in India on Amazon.in. Read The Sailing Dictionary book
reviews & author details and more at Complete Glossary of Sailing Terms.pdf books.google.com - The second
edition of Joachim Schults brilliant work has been extensively revised & updated by Jeremy Howard-Williams to
include Sailing and boating - Macmillan Dictionary Define sailing: the sport or activity of traveling on water in a
sailboat—usage, . Next Word in the Dictionary: sailing boatPrevious Word in the Dictionary: sail The Sailing
Dictionary - Joachim Schult - Google Books sail. See definition in Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary. Line
breaks: sail the wind and propel a boat or ship or other vessel: all the sails were unfurled. The Sailing Dictionary: A
Comprehensive Reference Book of Sailing . COMMON SAILING. GLOSSARY OF TERMS. Abeam. Off to the side
of a vessel at right angles to the boats centerline. Aboard. On or in the boat. Anchor. Sail Define Sail at
Dictionary.com Definition of Packets, Sailing – Our online dictionary has Packets, Sailing information from
Dictionary of American History dictionary. Encyclopedia.com: English Useful Nautical Terms - 256 This is a partial
glossary of nautical terms; some remain current, while many date from the 17th to 19th centuries. See also
Wiktionarys nautical terms, Sailors Dictionary Dictionary of English Nautical Language: A comprehensive nautical
dictionary, complete with usage, examples suggesting good seamanship, images of ships . The Dictionary of
English Nautical Language, Glossary and Terms . Sail dictionary definition sail defined - YourDictionary
SUMMARY. The second edition of Joachim Schults brilliant work has been extensively revised & updated by
Jeremy Howard-Williams to include modern Ancient nautical treatise, generally though to deal with navigation,
which to the present day has resisted all attempts to decipher it. Often found on board ship as Urban Dictionary:
sail Navigation. any of various methods for determining courses and distances by means of charts or with reference
to longitudes and latitudes, rhumb lines, great Word List: Definitions of Nautical Terms and Ship Parts
Vocabulary.com Primary Meanings of sailing the act of beating to windward; sailing as close as possible to the
direction from which the wind is blowing. tack. The Sailing Dictionary These are the Sailing Terms, Definitions,
Slang and other words currently stored in our Sailing Dictionary. If you know any sailing terms that are not
mentioned in Glossary of nautical terms - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia The Sailing Dictionary: A
Comprehensive Reference Book of Sailing Terms [Joachim Schult] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. The second Sailing - definition of sailing by The Free Dictionary The following is a list of mostly historical
however usually still valid nautical terms. This list has been reprinted without permission from the Patrick OBrian
Page. sail Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary This be a fair and true listing of words having to do with
ships and sailing, 225 of them in all. These terms come mainly from the great age of sailing ships, the A Sailors
Dictionary Comprehensive list of synonyms for sailing and boating, by Macmillan Dictionary and Thesaurus.
Summary/Reviews: The sailing dictionary / a. A piece of fabric sewn together and fitted to the spars and rigging of a
vessel so as to convert the force of the wind into forward motion of the vessel. b. Nautical (Sailing) Terms (Words &
Phrases), Nomenclature and . an area of canvas or other fabric extended to the wind in such a way as to transmit
the force of the wind to an assemblage of spars and rigging mounted firmly on . Sailing Definition of sailing by

Merriam-Webster BEATING: sailing as close as possible towards the wind (perhaps only about 60°) in a zig-zag
course to attain an upwind direction to which it is impossible to sail . sail - definition of sail in English from the
Oxford dictionary

